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IntroductIon

During the last few years, the growing interest in the bank-
ing industry on the Internet has led to the development from 
simple banking Web sites into comprehensive online banking 
portals (OBP). These portals offer a great variety of services 
in addition to traditional bank products and thereby enable 
customers to obtain financial advice from a single source. 

Very few contributions in the academic and business 
literature concerned OBP compared to other topics deal-
ing with banking in general such as adoption factors and 
customer acceptance studies. This chapter could be a major 
contribution in this field by bridging the gap in the literature. 
It gives a comprehensive definition of OBP and analyses the 
diversity of competitive, technical and strategic challenges 
faced by banks on the Internet.

Background: Defining Online Banking 
portals

Web portals are defined and analyzed differently in the 
literature. In their study on media concentration in Internet, 
Dewan, Freimer, Seidmann, and Zhang (2004) recognize por-
tals by the highest number of their visitors comparatively to 
other Web sites. For example, Yahoo and Google are the two 
major Internet portals visited by 58% and 39% of all users, 
but also this disparity is increasing over time. These portals 
are gateways, providing value-added services continuously 
scanning the World Wide Web (WWW) to offer sorted and 
updated links to other more specific Web sites.

Smith (2004) recognizes the heterogeneous nature of Web 
portal definitions. He identifies 17 definitions of portals and 
classes of portals published between 1999 and 2000. This 
confusion is due to the fact that: 

Many definitions focused on the application being provided 
or the intended markets, while several listed specific kind of 
applications a portal would be likely to provide. However, 
it is impractical to compare portal products on the basis of 
application suite or market, since a given market may support 
many configurations of features. (Smith, 2004)

The conclusion here is that the definition of a Web portal 
must be tailored on the activity sector, as well as on the rela-
tive business model and the technical architecture used.

This perspective was analyzed by Saatcioglu, Stallaert, 
and Whinston (2001) in the case of financial portals. They 
propose a business model resembling an “AOL of the fi-
nancial services industry” to interpose between customers 
(individuals, institutions, businesses and governments) and 
specialized financial partners (news, information, advisory 
services, index tracking, stock pricing, etc.). This model 
corresponds to an exclusively trading profile of customers. 
However, authors added banking services, insurance, mort-
gage and tax services to the global financial offer given to 
their customers (Saatcioglu et al., 2001). I do not agree with 
this classification because it does not take into account the 
difference between trading services and banking services, 
and that between individual and corporate customers’ needs 
of online services. Figure 1 presents a general review of 
classic services offered by OBP.

OBPs are different from simple electronic banking Web 
sites. They offer a unique access point for a great variety 
of product and services. Bauer et al. (2005) define OBP in 
accordance with three major dimensions:

1. Integration Dimension: OBP includes all the stages 
of the financial transaction cycle (information provi-
sion, initiation, negotiation, execution, settlement, 
after sales support, etc.).

2. Aggregation Dimension: OBP gives the widest offer 
of product and services among settlement of strategic 
alliances. Acceding to a broader range of offerings at 
one single site, increases transaction efficiency and 
reduces opportunity costs.

3. Personalization Dimension: OBP gives to differ-
entiated segments of customers the possibility to 
customize displayed commercial offers and Internet 
communication campaigns to their specific needs and 
profiles. This dimension enables the customer to the 
reduce time and cost of finding an adapted product or 
service.

Although the undeniable advantage presented by this 
recent definition, Bauer et al., (2005) does not take into ac-
count the technical, organizational, and risk management 
dimensions of OBP. White (2000) tried to underline these 
aspects in his analysis of enterprise information portals (EIP). 
He concentrates on back-office systems, heterogeneous data-
bases management, structured access, customized interfaces, 
multi-level security, future-proof, etc., as factors of failure 
or success of EIP. This analysis reinforces the idea that the 
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value of Internet business models is linked to technology 
deployment levels and conditions.

chAllenges of onlIne bAnKIng 
portAls

The range of services offered by OBP is determined by many 
factors. These factors show the type of the bank’s commitment 
in an Internet strategy and every type of OBP corresponds 
to a particular strategy, IS organization and risk levels (see 
Table 1). Naturally, the risk level increases in the case of 
a high commitment strategy (full relationship OBP) and 
decreases significantly in case of low commitment strategy 
(informational presence OBP). In addition, IS requirements 
in terms of technology and organizational capabilities vary 
considerably with the chosen type of OBP.

“Informational e-banking” is the first type of OBP for 
which a specific link must be established between the Web and 
the IS of the bank. In order to give the customer a minimum 
amount of information about his current transactions, core 
banking infrastructure has to be organized to fit in with data 
transfer. In many cases, IT integration is carried out to ensure 

compatibility and transferability of data between different 
systems (central banking and Web server). The difference in 
risk levels comparatively to “informational presence” is due 
to the risks of transferring data especially in an “open” area 
like Internet. Operational risk increases very quickly from 
“very low” to “medium” because the gap between these two 
types of OBP is the highest commitment in organizing and 
managing technology change. However, strategic risk do not 
increase given that account consultation is not considered 
as a competitive advantage or a high valuable service: it is 
a strategic necessity in almost all markets in developed and 
emerging countries.

Technology management becomes more and more 
important for the following types of OBP because internal 
organization decisions have to be made. For example, a “ba-
sic transactional” type is the first step of close collaboration 
between marketing and IT departments. From here, OBP 
implementation is considered more than an IT operation, it 
is also an important tool to increase brand image value and to 
establish customer loyalty. However, the competitive advan-
tage of OBP is much more dependent on the organizational 
capability of the bank to call up organization synergies than 
the quality of technical infrastructure. This capability ensures 

Figure 1. Classic services offered by an OBP
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